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President’s Letter 
Welcome to the first newsletter of  2019! I would like to take 
this opportunity to wish one and all a belated happy New 
Year and all the best for 2019. As always, I have to report on 
a full programme of  events, both recent and forthcoming. 
Last month saw the latest iteration of  the Graduate Writing 
Club, which was convened by Daniel Elphick of  Royal 
Holloway, University of  London on 19 January. I would like 
to extend a warm thank you to Daniel for taking this on, and 
to Anna Kent-Muller for organising the event. I also write 
hot on the heels of  the latest meeting of  the Formal Theory 
Study Group, which was hosted by Edinburgh University, 
under the expert curation of  Benedict Taylor, who oversaw a 
day examining the intricacies of  form in the scherzi of  
Mendelssohn’s Op. 44 string quartets. We owe Benedict a 
considerable debt of  gratitude for convening a most 
absorbing day. 
The next major event in the calendar is TAGS, for which 
we return to Edinburgh on 13–14 April. The keynote 
speaker will be Professor Caroline Bradley of  the University 

of  Oslo, who is an authority on the analysis of  plainchant and medieval po-
lyphony; we look forward to welcoming Caroline. The analysis of  early mu-
sic (broadly construed) is consequently a theme in the call for papers; but as 
always, proposals are invited on the whole spectrum of  analytical and theo-
retical subjects. I extend our collective gratitude to Benedict, as the convenor 
of  TAGS this year: we are once again in his debt.  
Further ahead, David Bretherton has shouldered the Herculean task of  run-
ning this year’s plenary conference, SotonMAC, which, as the name implies, 
will take place at Southampton University from 29–31 July. I am delighted 
that Professor Suzannah Clark of  Harvard University will deliver the key-
note speech, under the intriguing title ‘Two Lessons in the Hermeneutics of  
Tonal Spaces’. Professor Clark of  course needs no introduction, as one of  
the world’s leading scholars of  Schubert’s music and theorists of  nineteenth-
century harmony. Not content with this arduous task, David is also welcom-
ing the SMA Summer School to Southampton, which will run on 27 and 29 
July. I know I join with the trustees, officers and members in thanking David 
and his colleagues at Southampton for all of  their efforts in bringing both 
events to fruition. 
The erosion of  music theory as a part of  British musical education has 
formed a regular concern for all of  us over the past several years, as it has 
for musicians and music educators across the country. In the past two weeks, 
the All-Party Parliamentary Group for Music Education published its report 
on the condition of  music education in Britain, entitled Music Education: State 
of  the Nation. The document makes for depressing reading, confirming what 
everybody suspects, which is that the EBacc is effectively destroying the 
foundations of  British secondary music education. In our strategy, we have 
pledged to play our own small part in defending musical literacy against the 
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intended or unintended consequences of  ill-conceived government educa-
tion policy. To this end, I am delighted to announce that we have launched 
Chasing the Gap in Music Literacy in English Tertiary Music Education Today: Defining 
a Role for the SMA, a research project which ultimately seeks to establish the 
state of  tertiary theory provision, to provide a strong empirical basis for un-
derstanding the nature and extent of  the knowledge gap between secondary 
and tertiary education, and to lay the foundations for the SMA’s proactive 
response. The project is led by Esther Cavett, in conjunction with Shay Loya 
and me. I am also pleased to report that we have appointed Dr Hilary Mc-
Queen of  the UCL Institute of  Education as the project’s Research As-
sociate. Dr McQueen is an experienced researcher in the social sciences; her 
contribution to the project will certainly be invaluable. I thank Esther and 
Shay for their work bringing this project into being, and welcome Hilary to 
the SMA. I very much look forward to reading the project’s findings and 
subsequent action plan. 
I end by offering profound thanks to two members, who are leaving their 
roles after years of  service to the SMA. Our Treasurer Kirstie Hewlett is 
stepping down after some five years in that position. We owe Kirstie an in-
calculable debt of  gratitude for all her work on our behalf, which has ex-
tended well beyond the SMA’s quotidian financial business to include mas-
terminding our transition to charitable status and a host of  vital contribu-
tions too numerous to list. We wish her well in her new role at KCL, and in 
her future endeavours. In turn, I am happy to report that we have appointed 
Helen Taylor as Treasurer and Executive Officer. I would like officially to 
welcome Helen, and to crave your patience as we complete the necessary 
transitional arrangements.  
My second fond farewell is to Michael Spitzer, who is leaving his role as 
Chair of  the Board of  Music Analysis. The extent and value of  Michael’s 
contribution to the Society, the journal and the discipline is hard to capture 
in words, having also included serving as an Editor of  Music Analysis and of  
course as my predecessor as President. Few scholars in this country have 
shaped the discipline so profoundly. I know I write for all of  us in expressing 
both heartfelt thanks to Michael and the hope that he will remain a close 
friend of  the SMA.   

Julian Horton 
February 2019   
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Editorial 
Hi, All, and a belated happy new year. This year’s winter 
Newsletter comes a little later than expected, but I hope you 
will find that it’s worth the wait. My thanks go, as ever, to 
all who have contributed items: Hazel Rowland for her 
report on the 2018 SMA Summer School; Karishmeh 
Felfeli for her authored piece; and Kelvin Lee, who not 
only has taken time to write a report on the recent 
meeting of  the Formal Theory Study Group in Oxford, 
but also publishes here his winning TAGS Prize Essay on 
‘Dialectical Form and Augenblick in Schoenberg’s Pelleas und 
Melisande’ – congratulations to Kelvin on an excellent 
achievement! Information about future events and 
conferences can be found, as usual, at the end of  the 

Newsletter. 
The main topic I would like to engage here, however, is the closing 
roundtable discussion that took place at City, University of  London 
during CityMAC in July 2018. The panel was convened by our 

own Shay Loya on the topic of  ‘Analytical Depth and Diversity’ in response 
to the conference theme of  ‘analysis of  world music’. The roundtable 
included contributions from the keynote speakers, Prof. Janet Schmalfeldt 
(Tufts University) and Prof. Richard Widdess (SOAS), who were joined by 
Prof. Jane Piper Clendinning (Florida State University) and Dr Chloë 
Alaghband-Zadeh (Loughborough University). 
Shay’s opening statement set out the topic of  discussion – precisely what 
CityMAC had attempted to demonstrate – that although music analysis was 
once principally the province of  Western Art Music, it has now diversified to 
include a much greater range of  repertoires which have served to deepen 
and enrich the discipline of  music analysis itself, as well as to cast new light 
on those repertoires. While this has been a welcome change in the last ten 
years or so, it has presented a new set of  pedagogical challenges: as the 
content has enjoyed a rapid expansion, the skills of  teachers and the space 
within the curriculum have not always kept pace. Those making the 
decisions concerning what should fill undergraduate curricula have therefore 
been faced with a choice between focusing on the one hand on traditional 
analytical skills with the aim of  making them transferrable (and therefore 
useful for approaching a wider repertoire), and on the other hand finding a 
way of  encompassing a more diverse range of  music within the analytical 
curriculum from the very beginning. In other words (Shay, summing up the 
beginning of  the conversation with a question) ‘how can we maintain 
diversity at the skill-building stage without sacrificing certain important 
analytical skills?’ 
Chloë Alaghband-Zadeh’s opening point was that the term ‘music analysis’ 
does not stipulate a repertoire – it should be the analysis of  all music – and 
that she wanted to think about that in the current context of  the trans-
national movement attempting to decolonise universities. Drawing on her 
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own experience of  teaching world music to undergraduates, especially the 
analysis of  Indian Classical music, she noted that rather than sacrificing 
time that might have been used to develop other core skills, that actually 
analysing this repertoire really complemented the other skills in the 
curriculum – particularly their aural skills. So rather than ‘sacrificing’ time 
on this activity, it is rather an efficient use of  time in undergraduate syllabuses. 
Alaghband-Zadeh also noted that this repertoire has had considerably less 
academic attention than the type of  concert music that would typically 
appear on an analytical syllabus, and that undergraduates often found it 
gratifying to know that they were probably analysing something that no one 
had analysed before, and that they were therefore making an original 
contribution to knowledge. She also referred to the novel techniques that are 
often used in analysis of  this repertoire, extending to videographic and 
computational techniques that do not usually appear in a traditional score-
based setting. 
Jane Clendinning argued strongly for a more diverse repertoire within 
analysis and theory on the basis that the different repertoires can inform 
each other, leading to an engagement with those repertoires that cannot be 
achieved by observing them from a fixed point. That said, even if  it were 
possible to start afresh with a completely new theory curriculum that 
encompassed a more diverse repertoire, several challenges would still 
remain, namely: the difficulty in reaching any consensus on what repertoires 
should be included (and by necessity, which ones should be excluded); the 
difficulty of  creating teaching materials that can be used by non-specialists, 
given the difficulty of  achieving a sufficiently deep engagement with enough 
repertoires (Clendinning noted that, within the average human life 
expectancy, usually it is only possible to achieve a really deep engagement 
with three or four of  these repertoires); and the difficulty of  finding suitably 
qualified teachers, especially given that most academics over the age of  40 
would not have been taught any world music, let alone ethnomusicology, as 
undergraduates.  
Clendinning pointed out that what is happening now with the diversification 
of  the discipline, when put in its proper context, is not a change of  direction 
but a continuation of  the diversification that has been apparent, at least in 
the US, over the last 50 years. Looking at the publications of  that time, it is 
clear that there was no analysis of  any world music, and that what we might 
now consider ‘core’ theoretical tools, such as figured bass and voice-leading, 
were largely absent; theory courses were often limited to Bach chorale 
harmonisation and little else (at least in the US). Clendinning then made the 
point that we need to take a broad view of  the changing theory and analysis 
curriculum that has been steadily shifting over decades, and to embrace the 
idea that if  we make changes now, even if  we get something wrong, 
someone in 20 years time will be open to new ways of  thinking that we do 
not have access to at the moment, and will be able to make incremental 
improvements to those changes. Her argument, as I understood it, was that 
we have to do something, and we have to start somewhere – it is not 
acceptable for the curriculum to remain as it is. 
Janet Schmalfeldt organised her contribution as a series of  questions, asking 
first about the contexts in which we teach analysis and theory: does it always 
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have to appear only in an analysis class or can it appear in an aural skills or 
performance setting? She also asked the whole room how many of  us 
worked or studied in departments where there were specific 
ethnomusicology or world music courses taught at undergraduate level. A 
large number of  hands were raised at this point, though with the caveat, 
pointed out by Clendinning, that in nearly all cases the focus was not 
analytical but more broadly cultural. At this point, Shay noted that at City 
University there are courses that integrate analysis with world music, with 
the focus on more diverse repertoires becoming more apparent particularly 
in the 2nd year of  the undergraduate course. This was met with strong 
approval from Janet Schmalfeldt, but Clendinning raised the question of  
teacher training and having the skills within the teaching staff  to be able to 
deliver such a course at other universities.  
Schmalfeldt then made the argument that there should be a two-way street 
between western-art-musicologists and ethnomusicologists, and to get away 
from ethnomusicology being taught separately from western European-type 
music. She drew on a conversation she had had with Chloë Alaghband-
Zadeh earlier in the conference concerning cadences. ‘What were the 
qualifications and requirements for a cadence in south Indian music?’, 
Schmalfeldt asked; then, speculating on what she might be asked by her 
fellow panelists in ethnomusicology, she asked ‘what is a “PAC”?’ – a 
completely legitimate question given that we (analysts of  western art music) 
talk in code for a lot of  the time. She made the point that our terminologies 
don’t click, and that actually for much of  the time they would be mutually 
enriching if  only we spoke the same analytical language and exchanged 
ideas more frequently. 
Richard Widdess began his contribution by explaining his slightly unusual 
situation of  working in an institution that teaches no western art music at all, 
pointing out that many of  his students – who are highly skilled musicians – 
enrol there explicitly to avoid that repertoire. Some of  them don’t have 
notation skills and some of  them don’t read staff  notation, which generates a 
challenge to be met: should they be taught staff  notation (which largely 
comes from a musical tradition that the students want to get away from) or 
not (risking a skills gap and a potential disadvantage for those who want to 
enter the music profession). His conclusion, which is reflected in the teaching 
at SOAS, was that although there are courses on the undergraduate 
programme that contain no notation, no analysis, and no aural skills, and 
which are taught as a wholly cultural phenomenon, the ability to read 
western staff  notation is too important a skill to be left out of  the 
curriculum, at least at a basic level.  
He discussed some of  the recent attempts to challenge the dominance of  the 
western canon. These included Andrew Killick’s ‘global music notation’ and 
the recent publication of  The Other Classical Musics (Boydell Press, 2015) 
which contains dedicated to chapters to various classical traditions (including 
western classical music) on the basis that all of  these musics are ‘other’ to 
each other. Widdess finished with an observation on the disposition of  
papers at the conference. His findings, after a short scan of  the conference 
booklet were as follows: ‘Long’ Nineteenth Century – 23; Twentieth 
Century (excluding non-western music) – 19; Jazz – 2; Popular Music – 2; 
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Eighteenth Century – 3; Pre-Eighteenth Century – 1; Renaissance – 0; 
Medieval – 0; Gregorian Chant – 0. His conclusion was that ‘music 
analysis’, at least as represented by this conference (excluding the non-
western papers) could also do with diversifying. At this point Janet 
Schmalfeldt pointed out the huge effort that had been made by the 
conference organisers to bring ethnomusicologists into the discussion, and 
that the entire first session of  the conference had been dedicated to non-
western musics. 
My own view is that, outside of  the SMA, the familiar narrative of  struggle 
between the dominant, privileged western classical music versus an 
underrepresented set of  alternatives stretching to a variety of  non-Western 
musics, jazz, and popular styles, is wearing increasingly thin, especially when 
it comes to music education in the UK. Returning to the bleak outlook that 
Julian Horton refers to in his President’s Letter (above), it seems that music 
literacy is deteriorating at an alarming rate and that a lower level of  musical 
literacy diminishes the opportunities for engagement with theory, analysis 
and the wider repertoire. I myself  have sometimes felt torn between an 
instinct to defend what we already have on the one hand (which is currently 
facing a very real threat as a result of  government policy, with music 
departments shrinking, and, in too many cases, closing), and on the other 
hand the desire to expand the range of  analysis and theory beyond what was 
on offer to me as an undergraduate in the 2000s (which did include figured 
bass, elementary theory of  form, neo-Riemannian approaches and topic 
theory, but excluded formal functions, Sonata Theory, ethnomusicology, and 
Schenker(!)). One of  the topics that did not arise during the discussion – and 
may well surface in the future – but which also has to do with diversity, is 
that, perhaps controversially, it is not the diversity of  the music studied that 
we ought to be so concerned about, but the diversity of  the people studying 
it. In the UK we are in a situation now where in a few years we may no 
longer have any working-class music analysts coming up through the ranks. 
This is a problem that I know members of  the SMA have been working 
hard to meet, and will continue to do so. 

Christopher Tarrant 
February 2019  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TAGS Prize Essay 
Dialectical Form and Augenblick in Schoenberg’s Pelleas und 
Melisande 

by Kelvin H.F. Lee 
Durham University 

Introduction 
Despite acknowledging their concurrence, the analytical reception 
of  post-Romantic Austro-German sonata-type music infrequently 
gives sonata form and extended tonal practice equal consideration. 
This inequality perhaps reflects the long-standing antithetical con-
ception of  the relationship between post-Romantic tonality and 
classical formal tradition. The prevailing analytical discourse of  
post-Romantic music has been dominated by studies on the so-
called ‘second practice of  nineteenth-century tonality’ stemming 
from the 1980s and the early 1990s, in conjunction with the forma-
tion of  neo-Riemannian theory. Theorists such as Richard Bass 
(2001) and Matthew BaileyShea (2007) address the extended tonal 
procedures of  chromatic transformations and double-tonic complex 
in post-Romantic music, while rarely attending to the issue of  form 
that hinges on the music’s tonal organisation. For these authors, the 
primary concern is the broader late-nineteenth-century extended 
tonal practice, which seems to contradict the very idea of  sonata 
form as a monotonal construction. Conversely, practitioners of  the 
new Formenlehre (Caplin 1998; Hepokoski and Darcy 2006; Hep-

okoski 2006; Monahan 2015) tend to foreground departures from formal orthodoxy rather than the generative 
responsibility of  tonal content as essential to post-Romantic sonata forms. Hepokoski (1993), for example, 
would conceive such tonal unconventionality as a ‘deformation’ of  the Formenlehre model of  sonata form, which 
embraces ‘familiar, “post-sonata” generic subtypes’ (1993, 5). This notion of  deformation nevertheless ex-
cludes the possibility of  extended tonality as part of  the formal design, understating its significance as the pri-
mary tonal strategy at the fin de siècle. As a result, neither of  these approaches can fully illuminate post-Roman-
tic dualities between form and tonality; nor can they take into account the form–tonality interactions. 

This paper addresses the form–tonality dualism in a single stroke, by considering post-Romantic form, as ex-
emplified in Schoenberg’s Pelleas und Melisande, as a dialectical discourse between sonata design and extended 
tonal practice. Such a dialectic represents form as an extensive process of  what Janet Schmalfeldt termed ‘be-
coming’ (2011), in which the advent of  a structural ‘moment’ posits an attempted synthesis of  dualities. Con-
ceived after the Adornian conception of  Augenblick (1998), this ‘moment’ as a critical formal event reveals the 
collapse of  the dialectical process and exposes the epistemological precedence of  sonata order as a dialectical 
reality, rendering a re-conception of  the entire movement or piece retrospectively as a sonata form, concurrent 
with ongoing large-scale processes of  becoming at different formal levels. The Augenblick thereby displays the 
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endgame of  the formal-dialectical process, which both attests to Adorno’s negative dialectics (1973) and in 
turn stands for the historical ‘moment’ (Hoeckner 2002) of  the Austro-German musical tradition. 

Alban Berg and the Form–Programme Interplay in Pelleas und Melisande 
Pelleas und Melisande, composed in 1902–1903 and based on Maurice Maeterlinck’s play, is Schoenberg’s first 
mature composition that is set to what Hepokoski (1993, 7) described as the deformational procedure of  ‘mul-
timovement forms within a single movement’. Already in 1897, Schoenberg was fascinated by this multi-
movement formal design advanced by Richard Strauss, in which he recalled he began ‘composing symphonic 
poems of  one uninterrupted movement’ under the Straussian influence (Schoenberg 1971, 37). Preceded by 
the string sextet Verklärte Nacht (1899), the multimovement sonata layout in Pelleas was only made explicit in Al-
ban Berg’s renowned analytical study from 1920, which is summarised in Table 1. Berg (1920, 3–12; cf. Berg/
Devoto 1993, 276–92 and Vande Moortele 2009, 105) conceived bars 1–160 as a sonata first movement, albeit 
without a development or a substantial recapitulation. He identified a section of  ‘developmental recapitula-
tion’, which points to the continuous nature of  the multimovement formal design. Bars 161–301 constitute the 
episodic second movement. Each of  the episodes corresponds to the scenes from Maeterlinck’s play, as indicat-
ed in Table 1. This is followed by a slow movement that contains a ‘developmental introduction’ in bars 302–
328, and an extended Adagio in bars 329–360. The finale in bars 461–646 comprises a reprise of  the first 
movement’s introduction and main theme, as well as the theme from the slow movement. After an episodic 
interpolation, the music concludes with an extensive epilogue in ternary form. 
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∘1–160: FIRST MOVEMENT 
∘1–43: INTRODUCTION (Im Walde) 
44–136: EXPOSITION 
44–74: main theme group (Golo macht Melisanden zu seiner Frau und bringt sie in das Schloß) 
75–88: transition 
89–123: subordinate theme group (Im Schlosse lernt Melisande den jungen Stiefbruder Golos kennen) 
124–136: closing group 
137–160: DEVELOPMENTAL REAPITULATION 

161–301: SECOND MOVEMENT 
∘161–216: [episode] (scherzo-like) (Szene am Springbrunnen) 
217–243: epilogue 
244–282: [episode] (Szene am Schloßturm) 
283–301: [episode] (Szene in den Gewölben unter dem Schlosse) 

302–460: SLOW MOVEMENT 
302–328: developmental introduction 
329–460: adagio (Abschieds- und Liebesszene zwischen Pelleas und Melisande) 

∘461–646: FINALE – RECAPITULATION 
∘461–504: recapitulation of  introduction 
505–514: recapitulation of  main theme group 
515–540: recapitulation of  slow-movement theme 
541–565: [episode] (Das Sterbegemach Melisandens) 
566–646: epilogue (ternary)

Table 1: Berg’s formal view of  Pelleas und Melisande 
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Berg’s analysis elicited a multimovement formal conception of  Pelleas, especially with his inclusion of  a sonata 
recapitulation in the finale. This is, however, not without contention. Although later studies have drawn on 
Berg’s account as a starting point, few have fully embraced his multimovement sonata reading. David Puffett 
(1995, 216–17), for instance, deemed Berg’s proposal of  a multimovement sonata construction as an aestheti-
cally subversive act that ‘seeks to turn a piece of  fin-de-siècle programme music into something “pure” and “ab-
stract”’, going against the profound notion of  ‘free construction’ for dramatic use prevailing at the time. Fol-
lowing a similar line of  argument, Ethan Haimo (2006, 92–96) offered an even more dismissive account: he 
suspected that Berg operated as Schoenberg’s ghostwriter and imposed the multimovement formal layout on 
his behalf  to discharge Pelleas from the aesthetic burden of  programme music, which was no longer popular 
after the First World War; Berg’s analysis is therefore ‘farcical. Everything about it is wrong’ (Haimo 2006, 94).  
That Berg intended to downplay the programmatic elements of  Pelleas for the sake of  enforcing his multi-
movement sonata reading does not seem to hold true. For one thing, Berg included the corresponding scenes 
from Maeterlinck’s play in his formal synopsis and denoted the associative meaning of  various Leitmotiven (Berg 
1920, ‘Thementafel’; cf. Berg/Devoto 1993, 292). As Steven Vande Moortele notes, Berg’s analysis is present-
ed as a constant alternation of: 1) formal categories; 2) references to musical examples; 3) analytical comments 
or programmatic labels; 4) quotations from the German translation of  Maeterlinck’s play; and 5) Berg’s own 
narrative of  the story (Vande Moortele 2009, 106; cf. Berg 1920), which in turn suggests that he did take into 
account the programmatic elements. Berg also made clear that he did not see form and programme as mutual-
ly exclusive in the opening remarks of  his analysis: 

Schoenberg’s music – supported by the idea and the inner happening of  this drama 
– renders the outer plot only in very broad gestures. It is never purely descriptive; the 
symphonic form of  absolute music is always maintained…How such a purely musi-
cal form nevertheless agrees with Maeterlinck’s drama, and how a few scenes of  the 
play also achieve representation within these movements, are shown in the following 
analysis (Berg 1920, 3; cf. Berg/Devoto 1993, 273). 

More importantly, Schoenberg did not reject Berg’s sonata reading when he was writing his own note on Pel-
leas, even though he seemed reluctant to endorse it (Schoenberg 1963). The claim that Berg deliberately 
downplayed the programmatic elements therefore appears to be too bold. What these accounts illustrate is the 
contemporary critics’ antithetical conceptions of  the relationship between form (which is denoted by multi-
movement form) and programme (which by some estimations is embodied in tonal drama); they considered 
the dualism as a binary opposition and patently gave the upper hand to the programme. 

Although Berg’s analysis is not convincing, it is nevertheless far from being ‘farcical’. As a response to Haimo’s 
unsympathetic view towards Berg, Vande Moortele attempts to balance out his approaches to form and pro-
gramme and recovered Berg’s analysis by mapping it onto what he calls ‘two-dimensional sonata form’. Two-
dimensional sonata form distinguishes between the dimensions of  sonata cycle (movements) and overarching 
sonata form (form). The two dimensions coincide when the same formal unit simultaneously functions as a 
movement in the sonata cycle and as one or several units in the overarching sonata form. When a movement 
of  the cycle is interpolated into the overarching sonata form, the dimension of  the form is suspended. Similar-
ly, if  a unit belongs to the overarching form exclusively, the dimension of  the cycle remains inactive and the 
unit is therefore ‘exocyclic’ (Vande Moortele 2009, 26–27). Table 2 presents Vande Moortele’s two-dimension-
al reading of  Pelleas. He contends that the problem with Berg’s analysis lies in his ambiguous allusion to two-
dimensionality without further explanation, and elucidates his formal layout by re-orientating the formal units 
to the dimensions of  cycle and form. In his formulation, the ‘first movement’ is identified simultaneously as 
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both a sonata movement in the cycle and the exposition together with the first half  of  the development in the 
form. This is followed by an interpolated Scherzo second movement and slow movement in the cycle. The last 
movement continues the development in the overarching sonata form and remains exocyclic until the coda, 
where it carries the function of  a finale in the cycle as well. Despite certain discrepancies, Vande Moortele suc-
cessfully explicates Berg’s analysis into a unified conceptual framework of  two-dimensional sonata form. He 
also pinpoints the projection of  A major and E major as the chief  tonal contrast, and the recovery of  D minor 
as the tonic in the overarching recapitulation in an attempt to restore the balance between form and pro-
gramme, which is constituted largely by the tonal drama. 
 

Yet Vande Moortele does not seem to have weighted form and tonality equally. He sacrifices the narrative ex-
hibited by both tonal procedure and motivic transformation for the sake of  recalibrating Berg’s multimove-
ment formal conception using his theory of  two-dimensional sonata form. He situates Pelleas’s large-scale tonal 
organisation in the framework of  two-dimensional sonata form, arguing that the setting of  the overarching 
recapitulatory main theme (and subsequently the coda-finale) in D minor, in contrast to the local sonata form 
outlined by F major, helps differentiate the dimension of  form from that of  cycle. Such a reading, however, 
considers D minor only as a formal phenomenon that supports the two-dimensional construction and under-
states its importance as an underlying tonal force. It confronts the dominance of  F major as the possible tonic 
and eventually seizes control of  the music in the coda-finale, all of  which are anticipated in the introduction 
which oscillates between D minor and F major. That said, Vande Moortele’s particular attention to form is not 
without reason. For one thing, he construes the negative reception of  Berg’s account as more ‘a problem of  
form than of  content’ (2009, 107) and strives to revive the multimovement formal reading of  Pelleas. His un-
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equal treatment of  form and tonality nevertheless overlooked certain important aspects in the music, includ-
ing: 1) the tension between hexatonicism and diatonicism as manifested in the interrelations between D minor, 
F major, A major, and E major; 2) formal functions and articulations elicited by these relations, both of  which 
are also issues yet to be addressed in Vande Moortele’s formulation of  two-dimensional sonata form; and 3) 
the breakthroughs signified by a D minor 6–3 chord (albeit inflected with the disruptive neighbour notes C# 
and G# creating pc-set 5–22) over the ‘fate’ leitmotiv or a Tristan chord over the ‘love’ leitmotiv; these function 
importantly as structural interference but remain unaddressed in Vande Moortele’s analysis. In response, I 
propose a dialectical approach to elucidate this tangled relationship between form and tonality. The form–
tonality interplay is housed under what I call the ‘post-Romantic sonata dialectic’, which I demonstrate in Pel-
leas by relating the tension between hexatonicism and diatonicism to Vande Moortele’s formulation of  two-
dimensional sonata form. This sonata dialectic is, however, collapsed with the advent of  a structural break-
through, conceptualised as an Adornian Augenblick, which thereafter permits a restoration of  formal functions 
to the overarching form. 

Post-Romantic Sonata Dialectic and Augenblick  
Figure 1 graphs what I call the ‘post-Romantic sonata dialectic’. Under this conception, the relationship be-
tween sonata design and extended tonality is construed through Hegelian dialectical thought; monotonal 
sonata design is thus defined through its opposition to extended tonal practice. The attempted synthesis of  the 
two, which some post-Romantic composers strived to achieve, produces the condition of  becoming; this 
process of  becoming is what Schmalfeldt (2011) theorised as essential to Romantic form. This attempted syn-
thesis is, however, revealed as a failure upon the arrival of  the Adornian Augenblick. 
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Adorno’s conception of  Augenblick is closely connected to his aesthetics of  the particular, which is manifested in 
his formulation of  a negative dialectic that negates the totality of  the Hegelian dialectic. Whereas Hegel fo-
cused on the speculative synthesis posited by dialectic, Adorno contended that such an ‘identity’ of  the univer-
sal has occurred negatively at the expense of  particularity. He argued, instead, that dialectics ‘is the consistent 
sense of  non-identity’ (1973, 5) between the particular and the universal. While Adorno endeavoured to spot-
light the non-identical particular, his conception of  the particular is paradoxically characterised by the totalis-
ing logic of  non-identity. Mindful of  Adorno’s proposition that ‘every artwork is a moment (Augenblick)’ (1997, 
6; cf. translation by Hoeckner 2002, 15), the Adornian Augenblick partakes of  a structural revelation of  non-
identity of  the particular and the universal as the dialectical reality. This epistemological shift from identity to 
non-identity as the truth of  dialectic consequently leads to Adorno’s prioritisation of  the object. He subjected 
idealist philosophy to critique for its affirmation of  identity between subject and object and thereby the priori-
ty of  subject as the epistemic basis. Considering that an object’s nature is always ‘something other than the 
subject’ (1973, 183), Adorno declared that the epistemic subject is objectively constructed by society without 
which it could not exist; the object therefore ‘takes precedence even though indirect itself  does not cut off  the 
subject-object dialectics’ (Adorno 1973, 186). In other words, the Adornian Augenblick does not only manifest 
non-identity as the totalising logic, but also signifies the object’s precedence as the epistemological foundation 
of  dialectic. Conceiving the sonata dialectic through this aesthetic formulation, the non-identity of  sonata de-
sign and extended tonality is exposed as the dialectical reality upon the advent of  the Augenblick, which turns 
the Hegelian dialectic into an Adornian negative dialectic. While the non-identical nature of  dialectic is as-
serted, the Augenblick spotlights the irreconcilable difference between sonata design and extended tonality and 
hence inverts the epistemological priority; the sonata logic, objectified by the diatonic formal order, assumes 
precedence over extended tonality. The Augenblick in turn renders a re-conception of  the entire piece retrospec-
tively as a sonata form; or as Daniel Chua described, it allows one to hear the music ‘forwards and backwards 
at the same time’ (2017, 65). 

A comparison of  Figure 1 with Figure 2 and Table 3 captures the way this post-Romantic sonata dialectic op-
erates in Pelleas. I conceptualise the tonal relations using Richard Cohn’s hexatonic systems (1996, 1999, 2012) 
and Robert Bailey’s double-tonic complex (1985), and the formal design as far as the moment of  Augenblick 
with two-dimensional sonata form. Figure 2 graphs the tonal relations before the Augenblick. It exhibits a dou-
ble-tonic complex of  D minor and F major that embraces the southern and the eastern hexatonic systems re-
spectively. The tension between hexatonicism (which symbolises forbidden love) and diatonicism (which repre-
sents requited love) is denoted by the juxtaposition of  the hexatonic systems with diatonic relations; the diaton-
ic fifth relations (embracing modal mixture) are expressed by the hyphenated line stretching from D minor 
through A major to E major, which falls outside of  the eastern hexatonic system. Both the double tonics of  D 
minor and F major are nevertheless destabilised in the exposition: the initial presentation of  D minor in the 
introduction fails to establish firmly an alternative tonic, giving rise to the temporary suspension of  the south-
ern system; the subsequent appearance of  F major in the main theme is secure yet short-lived (eleven bars), 
and its stability is further undermined by the lack of  cadential confirmation. While A major may seem to be 
the governing key in the exposition and exhibits contrast with its fifth-related E major situated in the subordi-
nate theme, it is set to the transition rather than the main theme, discharging the diatonic sonata design from 
assuming the formal process. Here we find the dialectic between the diatonic sonata design and the hexatonic 
tonal practice; this engenders the issues of  unsettled tonic and non-congruent formal syntax, which are re-
tained over the course of  the Scherzo and the slow movement—until the moment of  Augenblick.  
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Figure 2: Schoenberg, Pelleas und Melisande, tonal relations before the Augenblick.

Example 1: Schoenberg, Pelleas und Melisande bb. 450–451, inflected D minor 6–3 chord (Augenblick).

Example 2: Schoenberg, Pelleas und Melisande, harmonic progression 
from inflected D minor 6–3 chord to Tristan chord
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Figure 3: Schoenberg, Pelleas und Melisande, tonal relations after the Augenblick.

Figure 4: Schoenberg, Pelleas und Melisande, tonal relations after the attempted ESC.
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The breakthroughs spread across the entire piece also require special attention. Constituted by either the in-
flected D minor 6–3 chord over the ‘fate’ leitmotiv or the Tristan chord over the ‘love’ leitmotiv, they take place 
mainly at the cyclic level, functioning as intrusive reminders of  the fate of  Pelleas and Melisande. The break-
through’s most important intrusion, however, occurs at the formal level in bars 450–451, which I consider as 
the music’s Augenblick (see Example 1). Being a crucial structural moment, this inflected D minor chord fore-
grounds the irreconcilable difference between diatonic sonata design and hexatonic tonal practice, alluding to 
the antagonism between Golaud–Melisande’s requited love and Pelleas–Melisande’s forbidden love. The im-
mediate progression from the inflected D minor 6–3 chord to the Tristan chord on B@ relates the ‘fate’ leitmotiv 
to the lovers, suggesting an intertextual reference to Tristan und Isolde and thereby an undesirable outcome of  
Pelleas and Melisande’s relationship. As Example 2 demonstrates, the disruptive neighbours C# and G# in the 
inflected D minor 6–3 chord are held in the Tristan chord over the F pedal, turning the otherwise B@ dimin-
ished chord into a Tristan chord by installing the interval of  augmented sixth into the harmony through the 
G#. Contrary to some of  the current perspectives on the Tristan chord as either 1) a functional half-diminished 
seventh chord, 2) a minor triad with an added sixth, 3) some sort of  ‘pre-dominant’ sonority, 4) dominant-
functioned harmony, or 5) defying tonal classification altogether (Nattiez 1985; Bailey 1985; Rothgeb 1995; 
Gauldin 2001; Martin 2008), this setting of  the suspended C# and G# highlights the augmented sixth and 
forces the Tristan chord, while being a half-diminished seventh chord, to be enharmonically reinterpreted to 
function as an augmented sixth. This echoes Nathan Martin’s interpretation of  the Tristan chord as an aug-
mented-functioning harmony based upon Moritz Hauptmann’s treatment of  half-diminished sevenths, albeit 
with a different formulation (Martin 2008, 15–24; cf. Hauptmann 1888). The Tristan chord as a pre-dominant 
augmented sixth thus posits a subsequent dominant seventh as the resolution. Restricted by the C#–G# suspen-
sion, the possible resolution is limited to the dominant seventh of  F major, which points to a settlement that 
mediates between diatonicism and hexatonicism, or Golaud–Melisande’s requited love and Pelleas–
Melisande’s forbidden love. Such an ideal resolution, however, exists only in the imagination; Schoenberg 
truncated the expected progression to the dominant seventh and made the Tristan chord the ‘resolution’ to the 
inflected D minor 6–3, signifying the failure of  mediation and the fatal ending of  Pelleas and Melisande’s rela-
tionship. Such a reading is substantiated by the use of  leitmotiven representing Golaud, Pelleas and fate 
(Schoenberg 1976, 437–39), which relates the inflected D minor 6–3 chord to the climax of  Maeterlinck’s play, 
where Golaud kills Pelleas. By enforcing a pre-dominant Tristan chord, the Augenblick objectifies and highlights 
diatonicism, previously indicated by the fifth relations, as the epistemological priority of  the sonata dialectic. It 
reveals the form as an overarching sonata design, which compels multiple processes of  ‘becoming’ across di-
mensions, or what I call ‘form-functional dimensional reorientation’, and consequently, the collapse of  two-
dimensionality (see Table 3). 

That the diatonic sonata order takes precedence renders a reorientation of  tonal relations after the Augenblick. 
While the diatonic collections are spotlighted, the hexatonic systems remain in order to offer correctives to the 
issues that arose before the Augenblick, and programmatically represent the aftermath of  Pelleas and 
Melisande’s forbidden love. Figure 3 presents the tonal relations after the Augenblick. The southern system ex-
tending from D minor is now enacted. F major and A major are retrospectively conceived in relation to D mi-
nor as the third- and fifth-related keys, albeit the D-minor tonic still awaits to be fully regained over the course 
of  the recapitulation. The E major originally external to the eastern system is reorientated to the subordinat-
ing diatonic network stemming from C# minor, which is immediately supplied in the post-Augenblick introduc-
tion in bars 461–491. 

The recapitulation sets out to resolve the hexatonic–diatonic tension and the tonal contrast caused by E major 
along with the non-congruent formal syntax. It begins by restoring D minor to the main theme, declaring it as 
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the tonic for the very first time. While omitting the problematic A major transition from the exposition, 
Schoenberg replaces the subordinate theme with the slow-movement theme, antedating thematic ‘becoming’ 
as a solution to the E major dilemma; this is supported by the conflation of  the E major slow-movement theme 
with D minor, indicating the intent to draw a tonal closure over the replaced theme. This E major is neverthe-
less left unresolved after an attempted ESC in bar 535, offloading the burden of  resolution to the closing sec-
tion and the coda. The closing section opens up the southern system temporarily with E@ minor, which I call a 
‘hexatonic hermeneutic rift’, as a corrective act to balance out the subordinate diatonic network brought about 
by E major, as mapped in Figure 4. The coda renders both thematic and tonal transformation (‘becoming’) as 
ultimate solutions to the E major dilemma in bars 584–611: that is, the subordinate theme ‘becomes’ the slow-
movement theme and E major ‘becomes’ D major, where D major is finally affirmed as the tonic and there-
after reconfirmed in bar 636. 

Conclusion 
By overturning epistemological priority, the Augenblick renders large-scale form-functional dimensional reorien-
tations and formal ramifications that strive to recover the sonata process and convert the chromatically 
charged sonata cycle into a diatonically orientated sonata form. This corresponds to Cohn’s idea of  code-
switching in his formulation of  double syntax, albeit with certain discrepancies. While Cohn argued that the 
triad functions as a voice-leading optimiser that smooths the transition between chromatic and diatonic triadic 
practices, this double-syntactic tonal construction exhibits two utterly distinct tonal hierarchies. Conceived af-
ter Cohn’s (2012) relational expression, the chromatic tonal space is represented by ‘chromatic (12) ⇐ triad (3) 
⇐ tone (1) | tonic (1) ⇐ triad (3) ⇐ diatonic (7) ⇐ chromatic (12+)’, and the diatonic one is captured by ‘tonic 
(1) ⇐ triad (3) ⇐ diatonic (7) ⇐ chromatic (12+) | chromatic (12) ⇐ triad (3) ⇐ tone (1)’. Considering this in 
sonata form, the double-syntactic tonal construction is confronted with the issue of  coherence; the primacy of  
tonic closure and the diatonic collection makes the coexistence of  chromatic and diatonic spaces unviable in a 
large-scale context. In dialectical terms, this non-identity of  chromaticism and diatonicism is revealed with the 
advent of  the Augenblick, a structural chord which spotlights diatonicism and turns around the epistemological 
precedence of  pitch collection. In other words, the Augenblick is the moment of  nineteenth-century tonality; it 
negates the identity of  double syntax that some post-Romantic composers aspire to achieve. 

This analysis by no means offers a comprehensive account of  Pelleas; other important issues, such as the inter-
play between formal syntax and programmatic connotations, the philosophical discourse it entails, and the 
historical significance of  Pelleas in the wider debate on the absolute–programme dichotomy, are only given lim-
ited consideration. Yet the present study of  Pelleas serves to demonstrate an approach to post-Romantic form 
that considers the interaction of  form and tonality as it is, without favouring either element of  the dualism. By 
relating dialectical thinking to formal process, this sonata-dialectical model situates post-Romantic form within 
the broader history of  Austro-German intellectual thought: it traces the historical development of  the 
Beethoven-Hegelian tradition characterised by the dialectical opposition between form and content, generat-
ing the process of  becoming that informs the music of  the Romantic generation. This tension, however, is not 
resolved, or as a Beethoven-Hegelian dialectician would contend, it does not lead to a synthesis in post-Ro-
mantic form; instead, the epistemological priority changes while the dialectics remain. As Berthold Hoeckner 
proclaimed, this is ‘the locus of  the (post-)modernist dilemma – the difficulty of  dissolving binary opposition 
rather than inverting it’ (2002, 15). The advent of  Augenblick in the post-Romantic formal discourse thus not 
only signifies the endgame of  the identical form–content dialectical process, but also discloses that the Austro-
German musical tradition’s aspiration to reach a synthesis existed only as an ideal. 
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From Fux to Forte: The Spirit of  Music 
Analysis 
by Karishmeh GOTAM Felfeli 

As a former BBC Radio 3 presenter turned music analyst of  One Direction, I am constantly preoccupied with 
issues of  methodological correctness – that is, whether a particular analytical technique is the right fit for a 
specific repertory or genre. We can never take knowledge acquisition for granted; as such, we must constantly 
prioritise a mode of  discourse that is equally applicable to classical and popular musics, so that the ensuing 
analysis is communicated with rigour and self-reflexivity. Issues of  accessibility in analytical writing and diver-
sity in repertoire and referencing remain of  utmost importance in these changing times. There continues to be 
a generalised anxiety among fellow graduate students about the bleak job prospects in our pay-as-you-go mod-
el of  university education. As a minority, disabled, person of  colour operating on the fringes, so to speak, I 
ought to be pessimistic, fatalistic even, about a long-term future in music theory and analysis. Yet, what has 
kept me going is not just the prospect of  a rewarding career as a tenure-track music academic, but the intellec-
tual confidence accumulated through studying the subject via the writings of  a few good men. Of  course, the-
ory’s founding fathers, from Pythagoras to Kirnberger, from Abbé Vogler to A.B. Marx and Hugo Riemann, 
have ensured that their legacy continues to stimulate argument and debate, and whose adherents and detrac-
tors continue to promulgate the various brands of  discourse on which disciplines are built. But rather than 
dwell on their individual weaknesses and ideological blind-spots or proclaim their superiority over other disci-
plines and voices, I’ve jotted down lessons learned from these dead, white, men of  music theory and analysis, 
so that they might teach others like me how best ‘to labor and to wait’ (Longfellow, 1838). 

A first-world university library with even a modest collection of  music theory and analysis books is a game-
changer, and something that I never take for granted. From Heinrich Schenker (1868–1935) and his brilliant 
translators, I learned that music analysis is a subject that requires no mathematical proficiency, that it can be a 
fulfilling pursuit for instrumental and vocal teachers as well as real-world musicians primarily interested in de-
veloping a better understanding of  tonal harmony, voice-leading and form. From Schenker, I also learned 
about the value of  preparing voice-leading graphs by hand and at the keyboard. Consequently, I realised that 
for the subaltern (to put it simply, a person from a third-world country), a voice-leading graph of  Bach, or 
Brahms, or Bollywood transcends the hegemony of  the major European languages of  Western music theory, 
and instead speaks a thousand words.  

Bewildered by the behemoth that is Schenker studies, I travelled back in time to Johann Joseph Fux (1660–
1741) and his little book Gradus ad Parnassum (first edition, 1725, part 1 of  the English translation produced by 
Alfred Mann in 1965). Since it is this theorisation of  species counterpoint with its fictionalised teacher–pupil 
dialogue that has influenced everyone from Handel and Bach to Mozart and Haydn, Chopin and Brahms, and 
Schenker himself, one cannot proceed without identifying its core values. So, from Fux, I realised that our 
present doctoral programmes in the UK and Ireland (3–4 years) are too fast-paced for this student of  theory 
and analysis, since the great composer and teacher advises his eager disciple to devote two years to his tiny trea-
tise. Invigorated by YouTube recordings of  Fux’s music, I also found solace in the theorist’s unshakable faith in 
God and in the very idea of  music study as Parnassus. As an unexpected bonus, I acquired some actual compo-
sitional proficiency and a new appreciation for the craft of  classical form.  
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Fast-forward a few centuries and we are back into the discipline of  Schenkerian theory and analysis, and final-
ly to two American theorists: Felix Salzer (1904–1986) and Allen Forte (1926–2014). From Salzer, I learned 
how to articulate my listening experiences (of  classical music and pop) in a way that justifies my instinctive re-
sponses to the music. Salzer also led me to refine my own intellectual position on the feasibility of  applying 
Schenker (or, sort-of  Schenker) to music outside his immediate comfort zone. From Salzer, I was able to grasp 
the concept of  ‘structural hearing’; developing this faculty has enhanced my ability to perform and analyse 
tonal pieces. Salzer’s seminal text Structural Hearing (1952) is therefore an indispensable companion despite its 
out-of-datedness, and its susceptibility to postmodern critique, because it 1) demonstrates the flexibility of  
Schenker’s system for repertoires for which it was not originally intended and 2) because its criticisms of  uni-
versity theory pedagogy ring true even today. Current anxieties about anti-intellectualism in music academia 
obscure an equally troubling reality: one in which theory undergraduates correctly identify things like medial 
caesuras on a page, but remain clueless when confronted with the sound of  a simple circle of  fifths sequence 
on piano!  

Dwelling on this curious dichotomy for a moment, we might conclude that cultivating sensitive listening is eas-
ier than ever before – it can mean browsing YouTube with headphones on, which is where I stumbled upon a 
music documentary featuring the late, great Allen Forte improvising at the piano. Could this be the towering 
figure of  set theory and Schenker who spearheaded the professionalisation of  a hard discipline through his 
career as a Yale University music theory professor? Yes indeed, from Forte and his handwritten graphs and 
sketches, I learned some more lessons: not all US music theoretical knowledge is hegemonic and not all hard 
theory is – well – that hard. Consequently, I also learned not to wait until the end of  my academic life to an-
alyse popular music (one of  Forte's regrets apparently) and, concomitantly, to rethink pedagogy, which is surely 
the reason many of  us choose to specialise in this discipline over others. The twin aspects of  Forte (steely, no-
nonsense theorist vs. piano-playing lover of  popular music) lead me to offer two final comments about the 
whole business of  theory and analysis: music analysts fortunate enough to earn a living from the subject should 
remain vigilant about the wider ramifications of  published analyses, both within and beyond the privileged 
contexts of  music academia. As such, we might continue to communicate high-level knowledge and occasion-
ally share with others the realities of  training in this field, so that others who have already obtained some com-
petency in their chosen instrument might be attracted to music analysis as their vocation in a life enriched by 
musical literacy via a lifelong musicology. 

Related links: 

Forte, Allen. 'Music makes a better person: A documentary'. Allen Forte Archive. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GuE4_ePKac4 

Harper-Scott, J.P.E. 'A biographical note'. J.P.E Harper Scott website and blog. https://jpehs.co.uk/a-biographical-
note/ 

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth. 'A psalm of  life'. The Poetry Foundation. https://www.poetryfoundation.org/po-
ems/44644/a-psalm-of-life 

Tarrant, Christopher. 'One size doesn’t fit all: Career trajectories into academia'. Royal Musical Association Stu-
dent Blog. 2016. https://www.rma.ac.uk/2016/12/01/one-size-doesnt-fit-all-career-trajectories-into-academia/ 
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Conference Reports 
Formal Theory Study Group
Report by Kelvin Lee (Durham University) 

Earlier this year, Hazel Rowland 
(Durham), Yvonne Teo (Durham) and I 
felt the need to establish a platform for 
scholars with interest in analysis of  form 
to interact and exchange ideas, especial-
ly while the ‘New Formenlehre’ is still un-
der development. This is how the For-
mal Theory Study Group (FTSG) came 
into being! Prior to our official forma-
tion, we organised two preliminary 
reading group session during the Easter 
term at Durham to gather interest and 
we were glad to have Will Bosworth 
(Cambridge), Esther Cavett (KCL) and 

Edson Tadeu Ortolan (Conservatorio Carlos Gomes Camp-
inas, Brazil) joining us via Skype. We read James MacKay’s 

article on ‘Declassifying the IAC as a Cadence Type’ as 
well as Julian Horton’s chapter on ‘Formal Type and 
Formal Function in the Post-Classical Piano Concerto’ 
together, both of  which generated very fruitful discussion 
on broader issues of  structural closure and the theorisa-
tion of  nineteenth-century form and nineteenth-century 
topics. 
After spending a very warm summer at CityMAC and 
the SMA Summer School (with Janet Schmalfeldt on 
Scarlattian form!), the FTSG’s founding members put 
together our first panel at the 15th International Music 
Theory and Analysis Conference organised by the SMA’s 
Italian counterpart – the Gruppo Analisi e Teoria Musicale 
(GATM) – in Rimini, Italy on 4–7 October 2018. Con-
sidering postmodern critique of  formalism since the 
1980s, our panel responded to the conference theme 
‘Analysis “and…, for…, of…”: Why do we need musical 
analysis?’ and sought to demonstrate how novel theoreti-

cal approaches make important contributions to wider dis-
course on post-1800 Austro-German music. We gave three 
papers on aspects of  formal syntax in the music of  
Mendelssohn, Schoenberg and Hindemith, and challenged 
the current perception of  music under discussion, illustrating 
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how close readings can substantially alter our understanding of  a composer 
or repertoire. The panel was generally well received with lively discussion on 
nineteenth-century form and theoretical hybridity provoked by Hazel’s and 
Yvonne’s papers (Yvonne even managed to give another lecture-recital to 
demonstrate in live performance how analysis and performance are inter-
twined!). Of  course, a trip to Italy won’t be complete without wine; we went 
to a restaurant afterwards with two other SMA presenters, Bozhidar Chap-
kanov (City) and James Savage-Clark (Royal Holloway), to try out some 
good wine to celebrate the success of  SMA members in Italy! 

In less than a month since our return 
from Italy we launched our first official 
study day at Oxford on 3 November, 
which attracted 11 participants from 
such institutions as City, Durham, 
RCM, Royal Holloway, and as far 
away as the Fryderyk Chopin Universi-
ty of  Music (UMFC) in Warsaw! Our 
study day was divided into three parts: 
1) a reading group; 2) an analytical 
case study; and 3) a writing club; we 
devoted our first two sessions to 
Beethoven’s piano sonatas, beginning 
with three different accounts of  the 
ever-perplexing Tempest sonata by 
William Caplin, James Hepokoski and 
Steven Vande Moortele. While Caplin’s 
and Hepokoski’s approaches differ sig-

nificantly as one might expect, most of  us seem to prefer Vande 
Moortele’s historically informed perspective, where he offers a re-
freshing account drawing on Dahlhaus’s interpretation with refer-
ence to the twentieth-century Formenlehre discourse. Coming from a 

performer’s perspective, James Lipka (RCM) and Violeta Casero (UMFC) 
were particularly intrigued by Vande Moortele’s analysis-based suggestions 
to performance, in which he illustrates how the issues of  formal organisation 
can be articulated through various characterisations; this follows 
Schmalfeldt’s influential idea of  ‘becoming’, addressing the potential con-
nection between formal studies and performance. Sunbin Kim (Durham) 
pointed out the tangled relationship between tonality and rhetoric, a prob-
lem which Caplin’s form-functional theory is often confronted with. Al-
though the tonality–rhetoric non-congruence is often conceived as charac-
teristic of  the Romantic repertoire, it bears on the issue of  form in 
Beethoven’s piano sonatas. 
Issues as such were brought forward to our analytical case studies of  op. 13 
(‘Pathétique’)/I and op. 54/I. While the role of  the introduction’s refrains 
has been ambiguous in op. 13/I, Bozhidar perceived it to be a process of  
integration. He utilised Schmalfeldt’s idea of  becoming and suggested that 
the introductory material is gradually becoming part of  the sonata form. In 
contrast, Dan Elphick (Royal Holloway) regarded the introduction and its 
refrains as what Adorno called ‘extra-territorial’ and considered them as 
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‘malfunctioning’ introduction–coda frames. Mindful of  its global motivic 
connections, Giselle Lee (Durham) approached the introduction with a dif-
ferent perspective: she conceived it as an overarching introduction to the 
cyclic form in which its fragmented refrains function as local prefixes. Apart 
from the introduction, Sarah Moynihan (Royal Holloway) took issue with 
the subordinate theme as well – she interpreted what could otherwise be 
heard as the closing section (from bar 89 onwards) as a second subordinate 
theme. This is not without precedent; Mozart ended the exposition of  his 
Symphony no. 41/I with a new theme, which calls into question the role of  
a ‘closing section’ altogether. As we proceeded, Op. 54/I engendered even 
more doubts in terms of  not only its formal organisation, but also the idea 
of  sonata as a genre. While no one in the room would consider it as a 
sonata-form movement, Ivan Penev (City) spotlighted the problem that ana-
lysts sometimes presuppose sonata form in a sonata and yet the sonata as a 
genre does not necessarily refer to its formal codification. This thought-pro-
voking distinction between genre and form led us to rethink our professional 
practice as analysts, which thereby brought a natural end to our Beethoven 
discussion. 

For the final writing-club session, participants 
were divided into groups of  three according to 
their research interests to peer-review each oth-
er’s’ pre-submitted writings. Although the par-
ticipants’ interests differ, they nevertheless deal 
with a similar repertoire or adopt a similar ap-
proach within their respective groups, which 
consequently led to a constructive discussion 
that lasted for as long as two hours! As winter 
was approaching, a delightful trip to the pub 
was perhaps the best way to endure the early 
darkness. Like many of  the SMA events, we 
finished our study day with a rewarding pint 
after a productive and long day well spent in 
Oxford! 
Further study days are planned. Details will be 
circulated around in due course via the SMA 
mailing list and posted on the FTSG website 

(http://formaltheorystudygroup.wordpress.com/). If  you have any sugges-
tion or feedback regarding our events, please feel free to contact us at 
smaftsg@gmail.com. Last but not least, I would also like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank Kenneth Smith, Kirstie Hewlett and Julian Horton for their 
advice and assistance in the formation of  the FTSG. 

The FTSG committee consists of  Kelvin Lee (Chair), Hazel Rowland (Sec-
retary) and Yvonne Teo (Treasurer). 
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SMA Summer School
Report by Hazel Rowland 

Held for two days at the University of  Leeds, the 2018 SMA Summer 
School covered a diverse range of  topics. Professor Janet Schmalfeldt 
opened the school with her session on analysing Domenico Scarlatti’s key-
board sonatas. Although I was not very familiar with this repertoire, 
Schmalfeldt’s enthusiasm as she played examples both from the piano and 
from recordings quickly persuaded me that this music was not only worth 
studying, but also highly enjoyably to listen to. Schmalfeldt interrogated 
whether we should understand Scarlatti’s sonatas as precursors to the Classi-
cal Style, and through analysis it quickly became apparent that his sonatas 
often have quite different concerns from those of  Viennese high-classicism. 
The main theme, for example, has a less significant role in Scarlatti’s sonatas 
than we would expect from a ‘textbook’ sonata form. The drama of  the 
sonatas instead arises from their dizzying array of  topics, unexpected key 
changes and the virtuosity they occasionally demand. 
While Schmalfeldt was eager to emphasise the uniqueness of  Scarlatti’s key-
board sonatas, in her session on analysing popular music, Prof. Nicole Bia-
monte highlighted the common principles that underlie popular and classical 
music: they both contain contrasting formal sections, have phrase lengths 
based on the length of  the human breadth and use pitch-based harmonies. 
Yet in applying the analytical methods used for classical music to popular 
music too, their differences become clearer. Although popular songs also use 
period- and sentence-like structures, the formal closure they require is less 
prescriptive. And even though it is possible to represent a pop song’s har-
monies with Roman numerals, these can actually reveal the song’s harmonic 
ambiguities. It is not clear in Lynyrd Skynyrd’s Sweet Home Alabama, for ex-
ample, whether the song resides in D or G major. 
Dr David Brethreton’s session on queer musicology felt timely. Although I 
had considered the debates surrounding Schubert’s sexuality as a first-year 
undergraduate (some time ago now!), re-reading the same articles now 
meant seeing them in a surprisingly different light. Maynard Solomon’s fa-
mous article Franz Schubert and the Peacocks of  Benvenuto Cellini (1989) had 
seemed astonishingly progressive, yet today it appears outdated for its re-
liance on gay stereotypes. Our discussions resulted in thought-provoking 
questions: is a composer’s sexuality important when it comes to analysing 
their music? How can we integrate queer musicology into analysis without 
falling foul of  essentialism or simplistic stereotypes? We are far from having 
all the answers, making our discipline’s engagement with queer musicology 
all the more pressing.  
Further important questions arose during Dr Edward Venn’s session on 
teaching music analysis in the classroom. As analysts at the start of  our ca-
reers, we will invariably need to address how to approach teaching. For this 
session, we transferred to a ‘learning-enhanced classroom’ to try out new 
technological tools. One of  these was Padlet, which works like a shared, on-
line white board. What makes this tool especially useful is that students can 
write on Padlet anonymously. Those who are normally too shy to express 
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their opinions or ask questions would therefore no longer worry about em-
barrassing themselves in front of  their peers. Although I was sceptical of  
how Padlet reduces face-to-face interaction, I could nevertheless see how it 
could be a useful tool to complement more traditional teaching methods.  
With such a variety of  topics, there was a danger that the Summer School 
would not always be relevant to everyone. Yet the result was quite the oppo-
site: the diversity of  areas covered revealed more commonalities than one 
may imagine. Not only that, it became increasingly apparent how much 
more we stand to learn when we explore areas we do not normally study. 
Being a researcher can be an isolating and narrow existence, which is pre-
cisely why we must keep an open mind and engage with other researchers’ 
work. Neither should the opportunity to meet other music analysts at the 
beginning of  their careers, with different experiences and backgrounds, be 
overlooked. Finally, the Summer School could only have been possible 
through the hard work of  its tutors, who not only put together a stimulating 
programme, but also created a constructive environment in which we could 
all freely participate.  
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Diary 
SMA SotonMAC 
Southampton University, 29–31 July 2019 
Keynote speaker: Prof. Suzannah Clark (Harvard) 
The call for proposals has closed 
http://www.sma.ac.uk/2018/06/announcing-sotonmac-2019-and-the-music-
analysis-summer-school-2019/ 

RMA Annual Conference 
University of  Manchester, 11–13 September 2019 
Keynote Speakers: Prof. Inge Mai Groote (Zurich) and Prof. Tamara Levitz 
(UCLA) 
The call for proposals has closed 
https://www.alc.manchester.ac.uk/music/connect/events/rma2019/ 

SMT Conference 
Columbus, OH, 7–10 November 2019 
https://societymusictheory.org/events/meeting2019/main 

Travel Grants 
SMA Travel Grant 
The Editorial Board of  the journal Music Analysis makes grants from its 
Development Fund in the form of  support for travel and subsistence to UK-
based students and scholars working in the discipline of  music analysis to 
attend conferences abroad, to consult library and archival resources, or to 
pursue other comparable research activities. Individual grants will not normally 
exceed £500 and applicants must be members of  the SMA. The board also 
supports UK academic conferences, seminars, and meetings concerned wholly 
or in part with the discipline of  music analysis. For more details and application 
procedure see http://www.sma.ac.uk/grants/development/. Students wishing 
to apply for travel bursaries should consult http://www.sma.ac.uk/grants/
travel/. 

SMT International Travel Grants 
International Travel Grants are available for the purpose of  attending Society 
for Music Theory (SMT) conferences. Application information can be found on 
the webs i te o f  the SMT’s Commit tee on Diver s i ty : ht tp ://
www.societymusictheory.org/grants/travel 
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